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About This Game

Assassinate the shogun, then vanish without a trace!

In the high-stakes game of politics between two feudal lords, you are a ninja village's chosen warrior. Earn glory for your clan as
you battle your enemies, becoming a master of magic, combat, and stealth.

Choice of the Ninja is an epic, 185,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Katherine Buffington, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Will you bring peace to your village, or return home in shame? Will you serve your daimyo obediently, or defy his orders for the
greater good? Or will you use your powers of invisibility for personal gain? The choice is yours.
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Recommended. This was just challenging enough for me that I was able to keep moving forward staying challenged not getting
bored, until I got to the slider puzzel. I hate slider puzzles. This one is a 16 square slider with the correct picture right next to the
puzzle but I have not been able to complete it. From what I can tell I am three quarters of the way throught the game or more
but may never finish. I did enjoy playing though up to this point, however may never purchase another game from this dev if I
find that they have sliders.. I bought this thinking it would work with GameMaker, you know, maybe the 2nd most popular
game creation tool after Unity, but nope, you can get a buggy addon that gives you randomly working projects or not. It's
frustrating as I'm sure it would be a great tool but it's lack of support across the platforms worries me, Spine2d supports
everything, I understand it's a smaller team but for £45 you would expect it to work with common game creation tools.. Waste
of time...Maybe it is already mentioned in the description in the game, yet the boredom and sameness of days just make you
bored.Only thing is different is your final action.Then your a half hour-one hour go waste.There are different ends, yet they are
not different story.... Do you like "choose your own adventure" novels? If your answer is a resounding "no," then avoid this. If
you like or at least are vaguely okay with them, To Be or Not To Be might work for you, even if you're not really a fan of
Shakespeare's Hamlet.

Pros:
+ The humor. It's weird and occasionally surreal. There's one route where you briefly become a horse just before the sun
explodes, and another one where Ophelia and Hamlet engage in a training montage and become ninjas.
+ Lots of endings, almost every one of which comes with its own piece of artwork, which you can look at again in the game's art
gallery. I haven't counted how many pieces of artwork there are, but I know that I've been playing this game for almost 5 hours
total and I'm still missing 40 or 50.
+ Ophelia is awesome.
+ It highlights some problems with the original play that I'd never really thought about before. I kind of wish this had been
around back when I was studying this play in school.

Cons:
- The game includes "checkpoints," which are basically "save" spots you can return to in order to try out different choices
without having to replay everything that came before it. Unfortunately, all you get are the "checkpoints" the game provides you
with - you can't create your own. The "Skip" button is nice and all, but I've gotten really tired of skipping through the pirate
scene just so I can get to the stuff right after it. The lack of ability to create your own save points is one of the reasons why I
don't think I'm ever going to manage to collect all the pieces of artwork. I don't know that I have the patience for it.
- This comes from all the visual novels I've been playing lately, but I really wish there were a "skip 'read' text" option.
- The narrator doesn't appeal to me at all. Thankfully, you can play the game with narration turned on or off. I started with the
narration on and turned it off before I'd even selected the character I was going to play as.

All in all, not bad. I don't know that I'll have the willpower to get all the endings and achievements, but this turned out to be way
more entertaining than I expected.. Love this game! I've been meaning to learn more about machine learning for a while now,
but between classes and work I didn't feel like I had the time. while True makes coding into a fun activity rather than something
I need to make time for.. I like the game. Only wish I could play and install it on my laptop but Steam won't let me do that.. This
game has a lot of problems: bad voice acting (german accents mixed with american ones); the character is very slow to act; worst
of all - it has a propensity to freeze during loadings (and there is a lot of loadings). Which is a pity, because it gives you an
insight into the dark days of Germany during World War II.
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I cannot recommend it.. Kusarigama is just the best. Its like an unlimited ammo, but short ranged weapon. With a little practice
you can be headshotting stuff repeatedly with fair precision or just swinging it around in large arcs decapitating everything. Its
really fun and satisfying to whip around and cause mayhem.

The claws are also pretty cool but I found myself not needing them as long as I have Kusarigama-san at my side.

Who needs guns when you have Kusarigama?. Not a good co-op experience. Player two is a dog and can't really do that much.
Makes the game harder and more annoying.. its serious.
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Was this designed by a 3 year old? I mean there isn't ONE SINGLE F'ING color that goes along with another.
It's so appalling to watch this garbage. It's something a special ed autistic kid would draw up on MS Paint.

The game itself? It's more demanding than any current Gen AAA titles. My computer is dying trying to run this garbage.

The music? You really can't call it that. It's what you'd expect to hear if you gave a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ person a xylophone.

The good part? It came with an extra chromossome DLC.. It was very interesting - interesting and funny way of evolving units. I
spent at least a few hours every day playing. Today I logged in for 100th day and won 2500 crystal from the achievement. I
ended up spending them all trying to get two evolving materials to evolve my warlord. Got only one of them. This is the first
game that I will delete because of having \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 drop on vital materials. Considering the fact
that the warlord need to be eveolved several more times with the same eveolving materials, it seems I would be stuck here for
ever. This 2500 crystal were equivalent of 50 Euro or more and I got only 1 of the materials. No way I am spending that kind of
money with this rediculous drop rate.. Nice Emotes. There's crazy dancing ones.. the game suck. the AI is still ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
as ♥♥♥♥. the handling is still trash and the fact the they have the balls to have made a third game to this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ franchise
is sickening. the way the cars sound is total trash they don't sound no where near close to a actual stock car, yellow flags are
pointless because the game apparently is to stupid to know what a yellow flag is, the crash damage is unrealistic, and the crew
chief talking and saying the same things over and over is truly just annoying. do not even get me started on the trash physics of
this piece of♥♥♥♥♥game. why did the previous owners have to sell this game to a company that just does not know how to
make a good nascar game? this ain't the ♥♥♥♥ing arcade days dude. make a ♥♥♥♥ing good nascar game with real physics,
realistic crashes, better graphics, and for god sake give us more options in the ♥♥♥♥ing pause menu! at least the previous
owners of the nascar games could let us rewind of pause to take a cool photo or some♥♥♥♥♥♥ and they even MADE THE
CARS SOUND LIKE ACTUAL RACE CARS and also, why not give us the option to customize our cars the way WE want
them to be and let us decide on how we want our paint scheme to be and let us choose our OWN number for our cars. point is.
your game sucks. you literally are the definition of a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. point is. dont but this sack of♥♥♥♥♥♥you will be
dissapointed.. First "game" I have requested a refund on, and I got it for 75% off. For me it was to make a point, this should not
be on steam. Especially for money! I should have known better, it looked interesting but how wrong I was, 18 minutes of
exploring was all I needed. Junk, please save yourself 18 minutes and avoid.
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